Analysis of resonance chemotherapy in leukemia treatment via multi-staged population balance models.
An age-structured population balance model that explicitly models cell cycle phases is developed to investigate the effects of cell cycle specific (CCS) drugs. In particular, the benefits of timing CCS drug treatments in resonance chemotherapy are predicted and measured directly in vitro before evaluating likely in vivo scenarios. The phase transition rates are measured in vitro for the HL60 leukemia cell line and are used to predict the transient phase dynamics after exposure to the S phase specific drug, camptothecin. The phase oscillations predicted by the model are observed experimentally and the timing of a second camptothecin pulse is shown to significantly alter the overall treatment effectiveness. To explore the feasibility of designing resonance chemotherapeutic treatments to preferentially eliminate one cell type over another, Jurkat and HL60 leukemia cells are exposed to the same dual-pulse camptothecin treatment regimen. With the model framework validated for simplified cases, the model is used to extrapolate the effectiveness of resonance chemotherapy considering in vivo effects such as quiescence, drug metabolism, drug properties, and transport considerations that were not included in the in vitro experiments. While resonance chemotherapy is intuitive and looks promising in vitro, when in vivo considerations are included in the model, the phenomenon is dampened and the window of applicability becomes narrower.